Social Network Analysis 2021

Class 9 - Feedback

Data Collection
• Several of you have decided to supplement your data collection by adding extra hashtags or
keywords to your searches.
• This is fine – it’s often a a totally reasonable approach that can help you to identify a broader
community and discourse around your chosen topic.
• However: Be careful to make sure that you’re choosing keywords that actually reflect discussion
of the same topic.
• If your keywords are too different, the data for them may not overlap – so you end up with a lot of
connected components – i.e. ”subnetworks” in your data that are totally disconnected from each other.

Connected Components
• It’s worth revising again the difference between connected components and communities.
• Connected components are separate networks that exist in your data – there are no connections
between them.
• They usually indicate that you’ve gathered data for multiple unconnected topics, or just some data that’s
peripheral to the main conversation about a topic.

• Communities are clusters of tightly-connected users within a single network. They are connected
to the other communities – they’re not separate networks entirely.
• They indicate “closeness” between a group of nodes; for example, a group of characters in a book who
interact with each other a lot, or a group of people on Twitter who mostly agree with each other.

Detecting Connected Components
• While there are many different ways to detect communities (which will give you quite different
results), connected components are a strictly defined concept. Any algorithm to detect them will
give the same results.
• The only setting you can use in igraph is “min.vertices” – but this doesn’t actually change how
the function detects connected components. It just filters the list of components that’s shown to
you.
• In other words, min.vertices is just a setting to help you see the components in a graph by hiding really
tiny ones.
• By setting min.vertices to 2, for example, you’d hide all the isolates – individual disconnected nodes.

Best Practices with Connected Components
• Generally speaking, when we’re analysing a network we want to ignore any small components and focus exclusively
on the largest component – called the giant component – since this is where the actual community we’re interested
in can be found.
• In a situation where there’s one giant component (80% - 90% of your nodes), you can simply extract that component
and ignore everything else.
• However, you may find that your network contains two or more similarly sized large components. This usually
indicates a problem in your data collection / specification. It means you gathered data related to topics or
communities that aren’t connected to each other at all.
• You won’t be able to analyse this data in a single network – you’ll need to extract each of the large components and
analyse them separately. You should also try to understand and explain why they were disconnected from each other;
why didn’t your nodes have any connections?

Today’s Topics
• Questions or concerns about the final assignment / research project.

• Gephi – standalone software for analysing and visualising networks without programming.

• Neo4J – a “graph database“, a kind of data storage system which is designed to store and analyse
network data.

Assignment 9
• Your assignment for tonight is to prepare a presentation of a research plan outlining your final project for this module.
• This plan should include:
•

Your research question (and a brief introduction of your topic).

•

Your hypothesis (this can be quite broadly phrased)

•

Details of the data you’re going to use and your progress in acquiring it

•

Your intended research methodology

• This research plan should be presented in tomorrow’s class.
•

You can prepare some slides for your presentation if you wish.

•

Students who cannot present in class for any reason may submit a research plan over email instead.

